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I have had the opportunity to install the KLEI QFLOW7 power 
cable in my HiFi system.  It replaced the gPOWER2 power 
cable which was connected to the integrated amplifier and 
had been very well "burned in" over several years of playing. 
 
I have had an initial listen/test of the cable, with up to 40 
hours of operation in my system.  Still not the full settling in 
period, because I usually consider that to be 60 hours plus, but 
40 hours is still a substantial part of the settling in period. 
 
I am enjoying the sound very much and am already very 
pleased with the upgrade of the KLEI QFLOW7 power cable.  I 
have found the following: 

 a nice "flow" to the sound as you stated in your 
emails 

 some more separation of instruments and vocals 

 spatially a bit more focused sound 

 a little better resolved top end 

 tighter bass 

 a little more depth to the sound stage 

 a bit fuller sound stage, in that there are some more details filled out in the sound 

 some more highlighting of relatively quiet elements of the sound, allowing them to be heard more clearly in their own right 

 a brighter sound, not in a brash or harsh way but rather "richer" tones and more "musical" 
 
I have been able to play the power cable for a reasonable settling period of around 55 hours, and an overall playing time of around 100 
hours.  It's sounding even better.  I would add a couple of observations (which have been used by various reviewers in relation to a 
number of your cables): 

 more open sound 

 a quieter background 
 
The overall result has produced a more engaging musical sound to recordings.  I was very happy with the system prior to the upgrade 

but the KLEI QFLOW7 power cable just takes my HiFi system a level higher… StephenS  
 

A highly recommended product 
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